Comparative analysis of 8-oxoG:C, 8-oxoG:A, A:C and C:C DNA repair in extracts from wild type or 8-oxoG DNA glycosylase deficient mammalian and bacterial cells.
We have investigated repair of DNA containing 8-oxoguanine and certain mismatches in cell-free extracts from mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) using a plasmid substrate with a single lesion at a defined position. Repair synthesis was monitored in a small restriction fragment with different size single strands in order to follow the fate of repair reactions in both strands at the same time. An important part of the study was to assess the role of OGG1 in various repair reactions and the experiments were carried out with extracts from mouse embryonic fibroblasts diploid for a mogg1 deletion (Ogg1(-/-)) as well as wild type. In wild type, DNA containing 8-oxoG:C was repaired in the expected fashion predominantly through short-patch repair. Overall repair was reduced to 20% in the Ogg1(-/-) extracts and to 40% if only long-patch repair was considered. The 8-oxoG:A pair was processed similarly in wild type and Ogg1(-/-) extracts and repair synthesis at A as well as at 8-oxoG could be demonstrated, however, to the same extent in Ogg1(-/-) and wild type for both strands. Extracts from Ogg1(-/-) behaved normally in the correction of A:C and C:C mismatches, with a strong bias for correction of A for A:C and no significant strand discrimination for C:C. Similar experiments with extracts from Escherichia coli showed a 50% reduction in the repair of 8-oxoG:C in fpg extracts and an increase to 50% above wild type in mutY. These results show that the mouse OGG1 is the major enzyme for 8-oxoG repair in the MEF cells and does not participate in mismatch repair of A:C or C:C. Furthermore, 8-oxoG opposite A appears to be repaired by a two-step repair pathway with sequential removal of A and 8-oxoG mediated by enzymes different from OGG1.